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The Faculty of Humanities at the University
of Kent is at an exciting point in its history.
With continued investment and exciting new
endeavours, including the development of
programmes offered in Paris, Athens and
Rome, the Faculty is investing heavily to
meet new challenges ahead with confidence.

The Faculty of Humanities student satisfaction is rated highly and
our 2012 National Student Survey results were stronger than
ever, with three subjects ranked first nationally (American
Studies, Cinematics and Photography, and Iberian Studies),
a further five in the top ten nationally, and most subjects achieving
over 90 per cent overall satisfaction. Undergraduate recruitment
remains strong.

Our research is of very high calibre and we have recently
welcomed ten new professors and over 30 new lecturers.
The preparation for the REF 2014 is well underway.

We have seen an encouraging growth in postgraduate student
numbers, with research student recruitment spearheaded by our
success in being awarded a prestigious Erasmus Mundus Joint
Doctoral programme for Text and Event in Early Modern Europe
(TEEME), the first such award coordinated by a UK university.
As part of our strategy for further growth in postgraduate education
and in preparation for our 50th anniversary celebrations, the
University has established 100 doctoral scholarships at RCUK
rates, thereby tripling the number of awards for the Faculty.

Major investment in facilities for our students includes the
award-winning Jarman Building for the School of Arts and a new
studio building for Kent School of Architecture. At the University’s
Medway campus new programmes in Fine Art and Music are
offered in the magnificent renovated listed buildings on the
Chatham Historic Dockyard.

APPoinTmenT oF DeAn oF
THe FAcUlTy oF HUmAniTies

We are now seeking to appoint a new Dean of the Faculty to
succeedProfessorKarl Leydecker followinghisappointment
as Vice-Principal (Learning and Teaching) at the University
of Dundee. Candidates will be expected to demonstrate an
academic track record of significance, with international
research standing in a humanities subject, proven ability to
contribute significantly to positive growth in an institutional
context and to articulate and communicate strategic
decision-making to different audiences and demonstrable
capacity to provide significant leadership at an institutional
level. Through the role of Dean, the successful candidate
will shape the future of the Faculty through an exciting
period of growth with vision, transparency and placing the
highest premium on inter-personal relationships.

Further information, including details of how to apply, can be
downloaded at www.perrettlaver.com/candidates quoting
reference 1239. The deadline for applications is midday on
Monday 25th March 2013.

Bursar (Ref: GTC-49)
Starting Salary £70,000 p.a.

Green Templeton College is the University of Oxford’s newest college, founded in 2008
through a merger of the former Green and Templeton Colleges.

The Bursar is central to the life and effective functioning of the College and, as well as being
the Chief Financial Officer to the Governing Body, is responsible for all aspects of the
administration and management of the College.

The successful candidate will be a highly experienced manager with a track record of
achievement at a senior level.

Further details of the post can be downloaded from www.gtc.ox.ac.uk
or obtained by telephoning (01865) 284589. To apply, send a detailed
curriculum vitae together with a covering letter to hr@gtc.ox.ac.uk

Closing date: Tuesday 26th March 2013

Green Templeton College values diversity and aspires to reflect this in its workforce. We welcome
applications from people from all sections of the community, irrespective of race, colour, gender, age,
disability, sexual orientation, religion or belief.

Green Templeton College is a Registered Charity number 1142297

Life saving and life changing
The Faculty of Health and
Life Sciences
Associate Dean – Quality, Learning
and Teaching
From bench to bedside – that’s the reality of our faculty,
and this means that the nature of our academic portfolio is
developed with our many and varied employer partners and
applied to the real world.

With our excellent learning and teaching facilities we’re
equipping future health and science professionals with the
skills they need to enter the world of work. But we’re also
giving ambitious academics something valuable too. It’s the
opportunity to build an outstanding career in a faculty that’s
ambitious about becoming an international centre of excellence.

If you share our passion for creating truly outstanding
learning and teaching, we’d love you to join us. In return you
can count on the support of talented colleagues who share
your passion for excellence in teaching and research.

Closing date: 17 March 2013.

Interviews will be held on 17 April 2013.

For further details and to apply online visit our website:

www.uwe.ac.uk/jobs
UWE is an equal opportunities employer.
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Teesside University Business School
Teesside University was the first modern university to be named University of the Year and is an inspiring place
to work.We continually strive to maximise our potential and are inspiring others to do the same, through our
commitment to delivering excellence not only in our teaching and student support, but also in our enterprise,
business engagement and research.
Teesside University Business School has over the last 4 years, transformed its academic and financial performance
and is continuing to grow. It has a growing research profile with outputs in the School at a record level in terms
of both quality and quantity. In order to build on our track record of success and underpin our plans for growth,
we are seeking to make the following appointments.

Assistant Dean
(Marketing & Student Recruitment)
Salary up to £63,275

You will assume responsibility for the effective management and leadership of a dynamic
portfolio of activities and development initiatives, with a view to enhancing the success
and reputation of both the School and the University. With a postgraduate qualification in a
business related discipline, and significant practical work experience, you will have proven
experience of academic leadership with evidence of leading staff in innovation and change.

Job Reference: H7144.

Reader/Senior Lecturer in Accounting &
Finance or Business & Management
Salary at Reader level up to £53,233
Salary at Senior Lecturer level up to £44,607

You will have a strong research profile and be able to play a leading role in the Risk, Integrity
& Governance research stream, mentoring early career researchers, supervising PhD and DBA
students, and generating research income.

Job Reference: T7371.

Apply now if you would like to join us.
Application forms and further details are available online at www.tees.ac.uk or from the Human Resources Department, Teesside University, Middlesbrough, Tees Valley, TS1 3BA.
E-mail: jobs@tees.ac.uk or tel 01642 342200 (24 hours).
Please quote the relevant Job Reference number.
For further details of this and other posts, please refer to our website at
http://www.tees.ac.uk/sections/jobs/.
Closing date: 21 March 2013, 12.00 noon.

Recruit these roles and more for

FREE
online recruitment
advertising

Human Resource Partners
Student Recruitment Managers

Finance Managers
Communications Officers

International Officers

Learning Systems Developers...

Librarians

Student Counsellors
Marketing ManagersFacilities Managers

Registry Officers

Careers Consultants

FREE with

*Excludes senior management, heads of department, leaders, lecturers, fellowships, tutors, researchers, academic support and salaries of £45,000 per annum and above. Free until 31 August 2013.

Call 020 3194 3399 or visit www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/support
Email your support roles to: support@timeshighereducation.co.uk

*
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT/HEADS OF DEPARTMENT

Toapply, youmust complete anonline
application formatwww.newham.ac.uk
(CVs are not accepted) or email:
job.vacancies@newham.ac.uk.
Closingdate: 5pm, 18March2013.

Based in flourishing Stratford, homeof the
2012Olympics, NewhamUniversity Centre
(formerlyUniversity Centre Stratford)
is thehigher education faculty of
NewhamCollege London.Our courses
combinehighqualitywith fees that are
very affordable, asweaim to encourage a
wider participation inhigher education.

This position is subject to DBS (Disclosure
and Barring Service, previously known as
CRB) clearance. The College is committed
to safeguarding and promotes the welfare
of all learners and expects all staff to share
this commitment. The NUC is an equal
opportunity employer.

Head of Programmes
£56,381 pa + attractive benefits, Stratford
This is a role which combines strategic development and leadership with
operational management and delivery – a perfect combination for an
ambitious professional. You will manage the teaching staff and every
aspect of curriculum delivery. You’ll be working alongside our Head of
Academic Studies, as a member of our Directorate Senior Management
Team, to implement our strategy and vision.
Detailed curriculum development is an important part of the role too, as
you will be responsible for helping to develop undergraduate and post
graduate programmes. You’ll also focus on the raising the profile of NUC
andmaking sure students get an outstanding experience.
You won’t be daunted by the range of challenges the role presents, as
you already have an excellent knowledge of UK Higher Education, a
wealth of management experience, academic teaching experience and
a background in the development of HE programmes. Able to establish
effective partnerships and networks, you will have a sound knowledge
of academic frameworks and regulations and an appreciation of how to
demonstrate value for money in service delivery.
We expect that you’ll have a post-graduate degree – or equivalent level
qualification – in a subject taught at NUC, ideally combined with a
teaching qualification. Budget management experience, IT skills and an
ability tomanage change within a complex organisation are all essential.
Ref: 3857

LEADERSHIP.
STRATEGY.
RESULTS.
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University College Dublin, the largest and most culturally diverse
university in Ireland, is seeking to appoint a new President.

The Governing Authority of the University invites applications
for the post of President/Chief Officer, from an exceptional
person who has:
• an internationally recognised academic research record
• extensive teaching experience at university level
• a proven track record of leadership in a university or in

a public service organisation

The President, who will be a person of the highest integrity, should:
• inspire the University’s academic and executive leaders and the

university community so that UCD meets the highest international
standards for teaching, innovation and research

• represent UCD nationally and internationally with skill and ability
• understand and value the diversity of academic disciplines within

UCD and have the ability to advance and cultivate
each unique discipline

• have an appreciation of the cultural, social, economic and
educational environment within which UCD operates

The President will be able to:
• advocate convincingly for UCD in a complex and competitive

national and international environment
• harness the enthusiasm, energy and skills of all members of

the UCD community to contribute to the realisation of a shared
mission

• articulate an ambitious vision informed by a profound and broad
understanding of the role and responsibility of a university in the
modern world

• recognise the importance of the student experience and wish
to be involved in student-led activities

• build on the achievements of UCD to maximise its distinctive
contribution to society at home and abroad and attract the
necessary resources to enable UCD realise its stated mission

University College DUblin
An Coláiste Ollscoile Baile Átha Cliath

PRESIDENT/CHIEF OFFICER OF
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE DUBLIN

Applicants should forward a
detailed curriculum vitae, which
must be accompanied by a vision
statement of his/her view of the
post of President of UCD, to

ucd.application@ie.pwc.com
or
Secretary of the Search Committee
c/o Ms Ellen Roche
PwC
One Spencer Dock
North Wall Quay
Dublin 1

Confidential Telephone
+ 353 1 7926703

Confidential email
ucd.application@ie.pwc.com

Further information may be
obtained from the UCD website
www.ucd.ie/presidentchiefofficer2014

The closing date for receipt
of applications is 12 noon on
Friday 5 April 2013

UCD is an Equal Opportunities Employer

The Search Committee wishes to draw attention to the fact that the closing date for this position has been extended to
allow for detailed clarification of the retirement ages applicable to various categories of potential appointee, including
those affected by the Public Service Pensions (Single Scheme and Other Provisions) Act 2012, which came into force
on 1 January 2013, after the date of the original advertisement, but before the original closing date. See further particulars
of the post at www.ucd.ie/presidentchiefofficer2014/further-particulars-of-the-post
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT/HEADS OF DEPARTMENT & PROFESSORS/READERS/PRINCIPAL/SENIOR LECTURERS

The Sadleirian Professorship
of Pure Mathematics
and
The Professorship of Pure
Mathematics
The Board of Electors invite applications for the Sadleirian Professorship
of Pure Mathematics and a Professorship of Pure Mathematics from
persons whose work falls within the general field of pure mathematics
to take up appointment as soon as possible.

Candidates for both posts will have an outstanding research record in
pure mathematics and the vision and leadership to provide a leading
research presence.

The annual pensionable stipend for a professor is on a scale from
£65,435 to £132,860 with the possibility of market supplementation
where appropriate. Standard professorial duties include teaching and
research, examining, supervision and administration. The Professor will
be based in west Cambridge.

Further information is available at:
www.admin.cam.ac.uk/offices/academic/secretary/professorships/
or contact the Academic Secretary, University Offices, The Old
Schools, Cambridge, CB2 1TT, (email: ibise@admin.cam.ac.uk),
to whom a letter of application should be sent, together with
details of current and future research plans, a curriculum vitae,
a publications list and form CHRIS/6 (parts 1 and 3 only) with
details of three referees, so as to reach him no later than
5 April 2013.

Informal enquiries may be made to Professor Martin Hyland,
Head of the Department of Pure Mathematics and Mathematical
Statistics, tel: +44 1223 337995, email: m.hyland@dpmms.cam.ac.uk

The University is committed to Equality of Opportunity.

A world of opportunities

www.cam.ac.uk/jobs/

The Professorship of
Aerothermal Technology
The Board of Electors to the Professorship of Aerothermal Technology
invite applications for this Professorship from persons whose work falls
within the general field of the Professorship to take up appointment as
soon as possible.

Candidates will have an outstanding research record of international
stature in Turbomachinery Aerodynamics and the vision, leadership,
experience and enthusiasm to build on current strengths in maintaining
and developing a leading research presence.

The annual pensionable stipend for a professor is on a scale from
£65,435 to £132,860 with the possibility of market supplementation
where appropriate. Standard professorial duties include teaching and
research, examining, supervision and administration. The Professor will
be based at the Whittle Laboratory on the University’s West Cambridge site.

Informal enquiries may be made to Professor Dame Ann Dowling,
Head of the Department of Engineering, University of Cambridge,
telephone +44 (0)1223 332739 or email head@eng.cam.ac.uk

Further information is available at: www.admin.cam.ac.uk/offices/
academic/secretary/professorships/ or contact the Academic Secretary,
University Offices, The Old Schools, Cambridge, CB2 1TT, (email:
ibise@admin.cam.ac.uk), to whom a letter of application should
be sent, together with a two-page summary of current and future
research plans, a curriculum vitae, a publications list and form
CHRIS/6 (parts 1 and 3 only) with details of three referees, so as
to reach him no later than 2 April 2013.

The University is committed to Equality of Opportunity.

A world of opportunities

www.cam.ac.uk/jobs/
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World-changing research.
Life-changing careers.

Professor of Statistics
At Newcastle we have a strong tradition of research in statistics, with current interests
broadly based in bioinformatics and biostatistics. The School of Mathematics and
Statistics is seeking a high calibre scholar to strengthen the research base in statistical
methodology and to contribute to undergraduate and postgraduate teaching. You
should have an outstanding record of research in statistical methodology and proven
teaching ability and possess excellent communication skills.

Closing date: 5 April 2013

Professor of Law
Reader in Law and Finance
Lecturer in Law (2 posts)
This is an opportunity to join one of the UK’s most successful Law Schools which
is a centre of internationally recognised research excellence with the aspiration to
become a centre of world leading excellence. It was ranked top Law School in the UK
by the Sunday Times Good University Guide 2012; was placed second in the National
Student Satisfaction Survey for 2009, 2010, 2011 and is consistently ranked as a top
10 law School in England by a range of league tables

Candidates for the Chair and Readership should have a proven track record of
international excellence in research. For the Chair, an established interest in Medical
Law and Ethics will be particularly welcomed. The Readership will provide an
opportunity for candidates with research strength in Financial Regulation, Banking
Law and associated areas.

For the Lectureships, candidates with an interest in any field of Law are welcomed
although the ability to teach Property Law subjects and/or Environment Law may be
an advantage for one of the posts. You will be expected to show evidence of high
quality research with a clear ascending research trajectory.

Closing date: 24 March 2013

Reader/Senior Lecturer/Lecturer in the History of
Modern China
Lecturer in Modern American History
Lecturer in Ancient Greek History
TheSchool ofHistory,Classics andArchaeology is reinforcing its commitment to research
with international impact and research-led teaching with these new appointments.

Candidates for a Readership or Senior Lectureship should have a national and
international profile in research, a record of successful funding applications and
experience of programme development and curriculum innovation.

Candidates for a Lectureship will have a PhD in an appropriate subject, a good record of
recent research and publication and firm plans for future research and publication. They
should also have experience of teaching and curriculum development at university level.

Closing date: 31 March 2013

Reader/Senior Lecturer in American Literature
The School of English Literature, Language and Linguistics wishes to appoint an
outstanding scholar and teacher in American Literature. We are eager to receive
applications from candidates who are exceptional researchers, enthusiastic teachers,
and have a capacity for academic leadership. You will have a PhD, relevant teaching
experience, and evidence of research achievement and potential appropriate to stage
of career. Specialisms in all areas of American literary studies are welcome.

Closing date: 5 April 2013

Senior Lecturer/Lecturer in Applied Linguistics and TESOL
Senior Lecturer/Lecturer in Applied Linguistics and
Cross Cultural Communication
The School of Education, Communication and Language Sciences is a large,
multidisciplinary School. In the last Research Assessment Exercise we gained a rating
of 3* for Linguistics in terms of research power and we anticipate continued success
in the next REF.

Candidates for a Senior Lectureshipwill have a PhD and a reputation as an internationally
leading scholar with experience of doctoral research supervision and experience of
curriculum development and teaching at undergraduate and postgraduate level.

For a Lectureship, you will have a PhD or evidence of nearing completion and evidence
of high quality research with the potential to develop an internationally recognised
research reputation.

Closing date: 25 March 2013

Senior Lecturer/Lecturer in Architecture
We are seeking to appoint an outstanding candidate to contribute to the development
of interdisciplinary research and teaching at undergraduate and postgraduate
level. You will lead and deliver core design modules in the B.A. and/ or the M.Arch
programmes and one or more of the Masters programmes and contribute to
developing the School’s design pedagogy. We are open about the specific areas
of research strength that applicants might have, but would particularly welcome
applicants who have design-based research or research strengths in environmental
sustainability or digital technologies.

Closing date: 31 March 2013

Senior Lecturer/Lecturer in Public Health Nutrition
This position provides an excellent opportunity to develop an innovative programme
of nutrition research to complement existing themes and projects within the Institute
of Health and Society and across the Faculty of Medical Science.

For appointment at senior lecturer level you will need a PhD in nutrition with emphasis
on public health; to be a creative and nationally recognised academic with an excellent
research record.

To be appointed at lecturer level you will need to be a developing academic, with a
good publication record and evidence of effectiveness in applying for research income.

Closing date: 31 March 2013

Research Associate
Based in the Institute of Health and Society, this role is part of a high-profile
NIHR Professorship translational research programme focusing on the prevention of
overweight and exploring innovative approaches and scalable interventions at family,
community and national level and on treatment of obesity at individual level.

You will be a graduate in public health, nutrition, or a related discipline, with a PhD in
a similar field and have experience of working with dietary and/or physical activity data
to facilitate data analysis and quantitative research methods.

Closing date: 31 March 2013

Further information about the University’s strengths in research and teaching and
learning can be found in our Special Advertising Supplement, “The Idea of a World
Class Civic University”.

To find out more about these roles and
how to apply on-line, please visit our
website below.

Opportunities exist for ambitious and highly motivated individuals to progress their careers within a Russell Group University committed to world-class academic excellence
with a purpose.

We are looking to recruit exceptional academic staff wishing to develop their research and teaching careers within a successful and supportive research environment and who
can make a positive contribution to our international reputation.

www.ncl.ac.uk/vacanciesCommitted to Equal Opportunities
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Founded in 1911, The University of Hong Kong is committed to the highest international standards
of excellence in teaching and research, and has been at the international forefront of academic
scholarship for many years. The University has a comprehensive range of study programmes
and research disciplines spread across 10 faculties and about 100 sub-divisions of studies
and learning. There are over 23,400 undergraduate and postgraduate students coming from 50
countries, andmore than 1,800members of academic and academic-related staff, many of whom
are internationally renowned.

Associate Professor/Assistant Professor in the Institute of Human Performance
(Ref.: 201300117)

Applications are invited for appointment as Associate Professor/Assistant Professor in the Institute
of Human Performance, from as soon as possible, on a three-year fixed-term basis, with the
possibility of renewal. An appointee with demonstrated excellence and contributions will be
considered for tenure towards the end of the second three-year contract.

Applicants should possess a Ph.D. degree with specialization preferably in the field of physical
activity and health or possibly skill learning and expert performance. Applicants should be
able to demonstrate a strong research profile and be able to teach and supervise in the field of
specialization. Information about the Institute can be obtained at http://www.ihp.hku.hk. Enquiries
about the post should be sent to Professor RichMasters, Institute of Human Performance (e-mail:
mastersr@hku.hk).

A globally competitive remuneration package commensurate with the appointee’s qualifications
and experience will be offered, as well as leave and medical benefits. At current rates, salaries
tax does not exceed 15% of gross income. Appointments will attract a contract-end gratuity
and University contribution to a retirement benefits scheme, totalling up to 15% of basic salary.
Housing benefits will be provided as applicable.

Applicantsshouldsendacompletedapplicationformtogetherwithanup-to-dateC.V.toihphku@hku.hk.
Application forms (341/1111) can be obtained at http://www.hku.hk/apptunit/form-ext.doc. Further
particulars can be obtained at http://jobs.hku.hk/. Shortlisted candidates may be invited to attend
an interview. Closes April 18, 2013.

The University thanks applicants for their interest, but advises that only shortlisted applicants will
be notified of the application result.

The University is an equal opportunity employer and is committed to a No-Smoking Policy

Recruit these roles and
more for FREE with

FREE
online recruitment
advertising

Student Recruitment Managers
Finance Managers

Communications Officers

Learning Systems Developers...

Librarians

Accommodation OfficersFacilities Managers

Registry Officers

*Excludes senior management, heads of department, leaders, lecturers, fellowships, tutors, researchers,
academic support and salaries of £45,000 per annum and above. Free until 31 August 2013.

020 3194 3399
www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/support

Email your support roles to:
support@timeshighereducation.co.uk

*
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Applications are invited for:-

Department of Translation
(1) Professor / Associate Professor / Assistant Professor
(Ref. 1213/144(700)/2) (Closing date: April 2, 2013)
Applicants should (i) possess a relevant PhD degree in translation or other related fields; (ii) specialize
in one or more of the following areas: practical translation (including translation project supervision),
interpreting, translation studies, literary translation and computer translation; and preferably (iii) have
relevant teaching experience and professional qualification(s). Priority consideration will be given to
those with publications both of a scholarly nature and of actual translation. The appointee will teach
undergraduate and/or postgraduate courses in the area(s) named above. Appointment will initially be
made on contract basis for up to three years commencingmid-August 2013, renewable subject to funding,
performance and mutual agreement.

Department of Psychology
(2) Associate Professor / Assistant Professor (Clinical Psychology)
(Ref. 1213/149(700)/2)
The Department is keen to enhance its reputation as a source of world-class research and delivery of
knowledge through teaching and conference participation. It hopes that new appointees will embrace that
agenda with the support of abundant facilities provided at the Department to all faculty members. Further
information about the Department and its programmes is available at http://www.psy.cuhk.edu.hk. For
enquiries, please contact the Department (e-mail: info@psy.cuhk.edu.hk).
Applicants should have (i) excellent academic qualifications including a doctoral degree (PhD, DClinPsy,
or PsyD) in clinical psychology, with a background in research as well as clinical experience in clinical
psychology; (ii) strong commitment to excellent teaching and research; and (iii) a track record of
research ability and publication. The appointee will (a) teach undergraduate and postgraduate courses,
including an undergraduate course in ‘Psychology and Law’; (b) supervise theses of students; and (c)
assist in administrative duties. Appointment will normally be made on contract basis for up to three
years initially commencing August 2013, which, subject to mutual agreement, may lead to longer-term
appointment or substantiation later. Applications will be accepted until the post is filled. [Note: Those
who have responded to the previous advertisement for the same post (under Ref. no. 1213/001/2) need
not re-apply on this occasion.]
Salary and Fringe Benefits
Salary will be highly competitive, commensurate with qualifications and experience. TheUniversity offers
a comprehensive fringe benefit package, includingmedical care, a contract-end gratuity for appointments of
two years or longer, and housing benefits for eligible appointees. Further information about the University
and the general terms of service for appointments is available at http://www.per.cuhk.edu.hk. The terms
mentioned herein are for reference only and are subject to revision by the University.
Application Procedure
Please send full resume, copies of academic credentials, a publication list and/or abstracts of selected
published papers, together with names, addresses and fax numbers/e-mail addresses of three referees to
whom the applicants’ consent has been given for their providing references (unless otherwise specified),
to the Personnel Office, The Chinese University of HongKong, Shatin, N.T., HongKong (Fax: (852) 3943
1462) by the closing date, as applicable. The Personal Information Collection Statement will be provided
upon request. Please quote the reference number and mark ‘Application – Confidential’ on cover.

UCL Qatar

Teaching Fellow - Museums,
Heritage and Archaeology
The appointment will be full time on UCL Grade 7.
The salary range will be £33,230 - £36,298 per annum
paid locally in Qatari Riyals + generous support package.

UCL Qatar wishes to appoint a full time Teaching Fellow
at its campus in Doha to deliver teaching and training in
the Continuing Professional Development programme of
short courses for museum professionals, and to
contribute more generally to the Masters programmes
taught at UCL Qatar, including co-ordinating the
placement of students as part of their studies.

The post holder will also contribute to UCL Qatar’s public
engagement programme, and will be expected to work
with colleagues at Qatar Museums Authority, one of UCL
Qatar’s main stakeholders. Most of the CPD teaching will
take place at QMA’s premises, and a good practical
background in museum studies is required.

The post reports to the Head of Outreach and
Professional Development, and is part of a team
delivering short courses, outreach and pubic engagement
programmes.

Candidates should ideally have a wide range of
experience across the cultural heritage sector, particularly
museum and gallery practice.

The successful candidate should also be able to
demonstrate familiarity with the recent museum and
heritage developments in the Gulf region and/or wider
Middle East/Islamic world.

UCL Qatar is a partner of Hamad bin Khalifa University at
Education City, where English is the main language; fluency
in written and spoken English is therefore essential.
However, due to the amount of co-operation across QMA
and other regional cultural heritage agencies, and the
involvement in our public engagement programme, fluency
also in Arabic is desirable for this post.

For further details about the vacancy and how to apply
please go to http://www.ucl.ac.uk/hr/jobs/ and search on
Reference Number 1315149.

For any general enquiries about this post please contact
Ms Lisa Usman, Head of Outreach and Professional
Development, UCL Qatar. Email: l.usman@ucl.ac.uk

Closing Date: 22nd March 2013
(Latest time for the submission of applications: 5pm GMT)

Interview Date: To be confirmed.

Any offer of employment will be subject to a Disclosure
and Barring Service (DBS) check.

UCL Taking Action for Equality
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School of Economics, Finance and Management

Department of Accounting and Finance

Chair in Finance
Reader in Finance and/or Accounting
Lecturer in Finance
Applications are welcomed from all mainstream areas of finance.

Chair in Accounting
Lecturer in Accounting
Applications from all areas of accounting are sought.

Department of Economics

Chair in Economics
Applications are welcomed from candidates able to lead and develop the
research programmes in the Department.

Department of Management

Chair in Management
Lecturer in Management
Closing date 21st March

Teaching Fellow (or Associate) in Management
Applications are welcomed from all management disciplines, including
social science-related areas of management.

PhD Scholarships

The School has well-funded PhD scholarships based in each Department.
For further details of the scholarships and application process, please visit
www.bristol.ac.uk/efm

The University of Bristol is world renowned for the exceptional quality of its
research and teaching. The School of Economics, Finance and Management
is seeking to fill a range of posts to meet its research strategy and strong growth
in its undergraduate and postgraduate programmes.

The School forms part of the Faculty of Social Sciences and Law which is rated
as one of the best in the UK.

For senior posts, applications are invited from accomplished researchers with
recent publications in top-ranking journals. To apply, you should have an
established international reputation, and you should wish to play a leading role
in further development of research and teaching. A competitive salary will be
offered. For lecturer posts, you should have a strong research background and
display evidence of ability to publish in top international journals, and an
aptitude to teach to the highest standards.

Within the School there are three departments: Accounting & Finance,
Economics, and Management. Each has a strong international reputation for
research and teaching, with staff who are leading their field. There are many
opportunities for inter-disciplinary research. Each department has grown in the
last few years with further substantial growth planned over the next five years.

For further details of the posts listed here, along with details on how to
apply, please visit www.bristol.ac.uk/jobs

The closing date for applications is 28th March 2013
unless otherwise stated.

Geoenvironmental Research
Centre

Cardiff School of Engineering
Applications are invited for six research posts (two Research
Associates/four Research Assistants) and two PhD studentships at
the Geoenvironmental Research Centre (GRC), Cardiff University to
work on Advanced Computational Modelling of Geoenergy Problems.
Applications in the sequestration of carbon dioxide in coal, coalbed
methane extraction, underground coal gasification and ground source
heat are to be considered.

The successful candidates will be responsible for delivering models of
the physical, chemical and mechanical processes involved, including
gas/chemical transport and biogeochemical reactions. Formulations
based on the Centre’s well established Thermo-Hydro-Mechanical
(THM) model are to be developed. High performance computational
algorithms are also to be developed.

This new group will form part of a large project where significant
experimental work on carbon sequestration in coal, coalbed methane
extraction, underground coal gasification and ground source heat is
already under way.

Research Associate x2
Salary: £30,424 - £36,298 per annum (Grade 6)
(Vacancy numbers: 791BR & 792BR)

Research Assistant x4
Salary: £24,766 - £28,685 per annum (Grade 5)
(Vacancy numbers: 793BR, 794BR, 795BR & 796BR)

PhD Studentship x2
Salary: The University fee will be funded at the current UK/EU
student rate and a stipend of £13,606 per year, tax free, with
inflationary increases

The posts are available immediately and will end on 30 June 2015.

To work for an employer that values and promotes equality of
opportunity, please visit www.cardiff.ac.uk/jobs and search for the
relevant vacancy number.

Closing date: Wednesday, 27 March 2013.

www.cardiff.ac.uk/jobs
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From September 2013 Philosophy will be part of the School of Politics,
Philosophy and International Studies. Members of staff are actively
engaging in the research activities of the Institute for Applied Ethics, the
Centre for Research in Embodied Subjectivity and the Centre for Experts
and Institutions. Philosophy offers a wide range of undergraduate and
postgraduate programmes and has a strong record of undergraduate
and postgraduate admissions.

Ferens Chair in Philosophy
Salary range: Professorial scale Vacancy ref: FA0171

Philosophy at Hull is advertising the Ferens Chair in Philosophy.
The Ferens Chair, established in 1927, is one of the founding Chairs of
the University of Hull and is supported by an endowment provided by
the founder of the university Thomas Ferens. Previous occupants of the
Chair include AlanWhite, Peter Lamarque and Kathleen Lennon.

We seek to appoint a Professor in any area of Philosophy with an
outstanding research record who will be able to provide strong
academic leadership and strengthen the international research profile
of Philosophy at Hull. The successful candidate should have wide
experience in teaching (especially at the postgraduate level) and
academic administration.

To discuss this role informally, please contact Head of Department,
Dr Stephen Burwood, T 01482 465995, E s.a.burwood@hull.ac.uk

Lecturer in Philosophy
Salary range: £31,331 - £44,607 Vacancy ref: FA0172

We seek to appoint a lecturer (band 7 or 8) in any area of Philosophy
with a strong research record who will be able to enrich the current
undergraduate and postgraduate provision and strengthen the research
profile of Philosophy at Hull. The successful candidate should have
experience in teaching and academic administration.

To discuss this role informally, please contact Director of Studies,
Dr Antony Hatzistavrou, T 01482 465995, E a.hatzistavrou@hull.ac.uk

Closing date for both posts: 1 April 2013

You can learn more about these positions and apply online at
www.hull.ac.uk/jobs

Recruit these roles and more for

FREE
online recruitment
advertising

Human Resource Partners

Student Recruitment Managers
Finance Managers

Communications Officers

International Officers

Learning Systems Developers...

Librarians

Student Counsellors

Registry Officers

FREE with

*Excludes senior management, heads of department, leaders, lecturers, fellowships, tutors, researchers, academic support and salaries of £45,000 per annum and above. Free until 31 August 2013.

Call 020 3194 3399
or visit www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/support

Email your support roles to:
support@timeshighereducation.co.uk

*

Senior Lecturer in
Counselling Psychology
£36,298 - £45,941 Ref: 1316869
The Psychology Department is seeking to appoint a senior
lecturer in counselling psychology, with sufficient experience of
the discipline to manage our successful doctorate programme.
An appointment to the Associate Professor level may be
available to an exceptional candidate with significant research
achievement in the area.

This is an exciting time for the development of Counselling
Psychology at UWE, with the professional doctorate about to
undergo a major review. The professional doctorate at UWE
provides trainees with a relational foundation largely rooted
in the psychodynamic tradition, coupled with a thorough
training in CBT. Notions of integration and ways of working are
considered subsequently.

The successful candidate can look forward to joining a thriving
academic community.

Closing date: 1 April 2013

For further details and to apply online visit our website

www.uwe.ac.uk/jobs
UWE is an equal opportunities employer.

Lecturer in English Language and
Linguistics
£30,424 - £35,244 p.a. Ref: BS/ELL/AC10/THES

You will be able to contribute to both our undergraduate
programme in English Language and Linguistics, and our MA in
English Language and Linguistics. You will have, or be near to
completing, a doctorate in a relevant area and be actively
engaged in research. Your areas of expertise will include one or
more of the following: applied linguistics, semantics, pragmatics,
grammar, phonetics and phonology.

Please visit our web site www.yorksj.ac.uk/vacancies to view
further details about the position and complete the
electronic on-line application form.

Closing date:
22 March 2013 at 5 pm.

Lectureships/Research Associate
Please see full advert under today’s
Professors section.

Committed to Equal Opportunities www.ncl.ac.uk/vacancies
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Keele Management School
www.keele.ac.uk/kms

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
Keele University has made a strategic commitment to the long-term development of Keele
Management School (KMS). This is reflected in a major investment to provide a new home for
KMS on campus, and in the appointment of Prof. Harry Scarbrough as the first Director of the
School. KMS is now seeking to appoint a group of leading academics to key positions within the
different groups which make up the School. The intention is to build on the recent rapid
expansion of the School by developing an internationally-recognised profile in the research
arena. This will be supported by further development of the School’s highly successful teaching
programmes, both nationally and internationally, and by wider engagement with professional
and business stakeholder groups.

Professor in Accounting Post Ref: AC13/08TH
For more details and to apply, please visit www.tinyurl.com/btsebwu

Professor in Finance Post Ref: AC13/09TH
For more details and to apply, please visit www.tinyurl.com/c69ze9n

Professor in Economics Post Ref: AC13/10TH
For more details and to apply, please visit www.tinyurl.com/d2ozbwn

The successful candidates for the above posts will be appointed on the Professorial scale.

Lecturer or Senior Lecturer in Accounting (3 posts)
Salary Grades 7a-9: £32,267 – £54,826 Post Ref: AC13/11TH
For more details and to apply, please visit www.tinyurl.com/chla6af

Lecturer or Senior Lecturer in Finance/Actuarial
Science (1 post)
Salary Grades 7a-9: £32,267 – £54,826 Post Ref: AC13/12TH
For more details and to apply, please visit www.tinyurl.com/cczszw3

Lecturer or Senior Lecturer in Economics (1 post)
Salary Grades 7a-9: £32,267 – £54,826 Post Ref: AC13/13TH
For more details and to apply, please visit: www.tinyurl.com/c5swmny

For informal enquiries for all roles please contact Professor Harry Scarbrough, Director, Keele
Management School on 01782 733100 or email: h.scarbrough@keele.ac.uk

Closing date for applications: 4 April 2013.

Please quote the relevant post reference number.

Keele
University
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Build on an excellent reputation
Named the Times Higher Education’s Entrepreneurial University of the Year 2012, the
University of Huddersfield offers an outstanding environment in which to research, teach
and study. We are currently looking for two enthusiastic and dedicated senior academic
staff to join our School of Health & Human Sciences, which boasts state-of-the-art facilities,
innovative research projects and an array of strong professional links.

Professor in Social Work and/or Social Policy
Competitive Salary Ref: 6734
To build on our strong reputation in Social Work and Social Policy research, we are looking
to appoint an exceptional academic to a Chair in Social Work and/or Social Policy. This is an
exciting time to join both the University and the School, as we plan and implement our next
five-year strategy, focusing on the further development of our research activity and the
continued delivery of outstanding education and training.

Ideally, you will be able to start by September 2013 at the latest.

Please direct informal enquiries to Professor John Playle, Dean of Human and Health Sciences,
or Professor Jim McAuley, Associate Dean for Research via J.Hemingway@hud.ac.uk (PA), or on
01484 473074.

We offer a highly supportive and collegial working environment and a generous remuneration
and benefits package.

Closing date: 18 March 2013
Interview date: 17 April 2013

Head of Division of Social Work
Grade 9 – Salary £47,752 – £55,334 Ref: 6746
As part of our Behavioural and Social Sciences Management Team, you will lead academic
activity within the Division of Social Work. You will also have the chance to make a considerable
contribution to the School’s academic research profile as a member of our newly formed
Institute for Research in Citizenship and Applied Human Sciences. To join us, you must
be a proven academic leader with a track record of successful management, scholarship
and research.

Please direct informal enquiries to Dr Chris Gifford, Head of Behavioural and Social Sciences,
at c.g.gifford@hud.ac.uk, or on 01484 472298.

Closing date: 18 March 2013
Interview date: 23 April 2013

For further details and an application form visit www.hud.ac.uk/jobs
Alternatively contact the Personnel Office on 01484 472845.
Working for Equal Opportunities.

www.hud.ac.uk/jobs

Innovative University. Inspiring Employer.

School of Textiles and Design

Scottish Borders Campus

Lecturer in Fashion Technology –
Ref 282/03

Lecturer (or Teaching Fellow) in
Fashion – Ref 282/04
Grade 8 £37,382 - £44,607

Our Lecturers and Teaching Fellows contribute specialist expertise
and (depending on the post) lead research in their subject areas,
whilst taking part in the strategic and operational overview of
their subject discipline across the School.

You will contribute to the future of Fashion or Fashion Technology
at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels, aligned with
the School’s strategic priorities of; research intensity, provision of
learning and teaching excellence and growth of its international
portfolio.

You will have a creative and developmental role in embedding
research informed learning and teaching within the Fashion
or Fashion Technology disciplines. This will be underpinned by
your research and/or professional practice within an aspect of
the discipline.

You will have significant teaching experience at both undergraduate
and postgraduate levels. You will be responsible for maintaining
existing links and forging new links with industry, external
organisations and the education sector in the UK and internationally.
You will be expected to contribute a high level of technical and
creative expertise at all levels to enhance the student experience and
the School’s reputation.

To find out about the research and teaching activities within the
School of Textiles and Design refer to http://www.tex.hw.ac.uk/
index.htm

Potential applicants are invited to informally contact
Professor Alison Harley (a.j.harley@hw.ac.uk) or Fiona Waldron
(f.s.waldron@hw.ac.uk) to discuss the role(s).

Download an application pack from our website www.hw.ac.uk/jobs
or contact the Human Resources Office, Heriot-Watt University
Edinburgh EH14 4AS tel 0131-451-3022 (24 hours) email hr@hw.ac.uk
quoting the appropriate reference.

Closing date: 5 April 2013.

Heriot-Watt University is a Charity
registered in Scotland, SC000278

Distinctly Ambitious
www.hw.ac.uk
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Department of Politics, Languages &
International Studies

The University of Bath is making a major strategic investment in the Department of
Politics, Languages and International Studies (PoLIS). PoLIS wishes to enhance its
position as a leading research department by making the following appointments:

Professor in Politics/International Relations
Competitive salary/package

PoLIS welcomes applications from scholars working in any area of Politics and
International Relations, especially the fields of Political Economy, Defence and Security,
or Legislative Politics. We strongly welcome scholars with a geographical focus on the
Asia-Pacific region or Middle East, as well as scholars of British politics. You will be
expected to provide strong academic leadership within PoLIS. You should also have
an established track record of high quality publications and research income.

Senior Lecturer or Reader in Politics/
International Relations
Grade 9: £45,941 - £58,157 p.a.

PoLIS welcomes applications from scholars working in any area of Politics and
International Relations, especially Political Economy, Defence and Security, or
Legislative Politics. We welcome scholars with a focus on the Asia-Pacific region,
Middle East, or British politics. You should have a track record of high quality
publications and be able to provide evidence of the ability to generate research income.

Lecturers in Politics/International Relations
Grade 8: £37,382 - £48,729 p.a.

PoLIS welcomes applications from scholars of any area of Politics and International
Relations if you are able to demonstrate a potential for high quality publications
and a willingness to apply for research grants.

If appointed, you will be encouraged to build links with the new University of Bath
Institute for Policy Research (http://www.bath.ac.uk/news/2013/02/04/ipr-launch/)

If you wish to make an informal and confidential enquiry about these posts, please
contact the Head of Department, Prof. Charles Lees. Email: c.s.j.lees@bath.ac.uk;
Tel: (+44) (0)7900 214963.

One Professor
One Senior Lecturer or Reader

Two Lecturers in Politics/International Relations

Applications should be submitted online at www.bath.ac.uk/jobs quoting the reference
number CP1559.

Closing date for applications: 4 April 2013

The University of Edinburgh is an exciting,
vibrant, research led academic community
offering opportunities to work with leading
international academics whose visions are
shaping tomorrow’s world.

College of Humanities and
Social Science

School of Philosophy, Psychology and
Language Sciences

Lectureships
£37,382 - £44,607 per annum

The University seeks to appoint two open-ended, full time lecturer
appointments in Linguistics and English Language, within the
School of Philosophy Psychology and Language Sciences.

Sociolinguistics

Current strengths in the department related to sociolinguistics
include sociophonetics, language variation and change, language
and identity, language and politics, language attitudes, applied
linguistics and English dialectology. The department is interested
in building on its existing strengths and in expanding the range
of research areas that are currently taught and researched.
Applicants are encouraged to indicate in their covering letter how
their research programme would add to these current areas of
focus. Experience in research with a quantitative orientation, and
the ability to teach the use of statistics in research in the language
sciences, will be a plus. The successful candidate will offer courses
at both UG and MSc level and will be expected to supervise and
recruit PhD students.

Theoretical Phonology

The position is aimed to complement our already-existing strengths
in closely related areas, including the acquisition of phonology,
computational phonology, historical phonology, phonological
dialectology, the phonology of English, laboratory phonology,
phonetics and sociophonetics. The successful candidate will bring
a focus in synchronic phonological theory and will offer courses
at both UG and MSc level and will be expected to supervise and
recruit PhD students.

The successful candidate for each post will also be expected to
build external collaborations and to demonstrate potential for
attracting external grant funding. He/she will engage in research
of international excellence, and will contribute to the development
of Linguistics and English Language as a centre of international
excellence within the School. The successful candidate for each
post will have normal teaching and administrative duties.

Apply online, view further details or browse more jobs at our
website. Reference: 010983. Closing date: 22 March 2013.

The University of Edinburgh

Committed to Equality and Diversity

The University of Edinburgh is a charitable body, registered in
Scotland, with registration number SC005336.

www.ed.ac.uk/jobs
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The Hong Kong Polytechnic University is a government-funded tertiary institution in Hong Kong. It offers programmes
at various levels including Doctorate, Master’s, and Bachelor’s degrees. It has a full-time academic staff strength of
around 1,200. The total consolidated expenditure budget of the University is close to HK$5 billion per year.

INSTITUTE OF TEXTILES AND CLOTHING
The Institute of Textiles and Clothing is a constituent unit of the Faculty of Applied Science and Textiles, the sole
provider of tertiary education in textiles and clothing in Hong Kong and the leading centre for education and research
in the textile and clothing field in the region. The Institute is home to a wide range of academic programmes covering
subject disciplines from fashion and textile technology, fashion and textile design, fashion and textile marketing and
merchandising, to fashion retailing and distribution. These programmes are offered at various levels up to Doctoral
degree in full-time and part-time learning modes. Currently, there are 69 full-time academics in the above subject
disciplines. Please visit the website at http://www.itc.polyu.edu.hk for more information about the Institute.

(1) Assistant Professor in Fashion and Textile Design

(2) Assistant Professor in Fashion Brand Management

(3) Assistant Professor in Fashion Visual Merchandising
The appointees will be required to (a) teach and contribute to curriculum development at undergraduate and/or
postgraduate levels and supervise research students; (b) initiate, lead and participate in research, consultancy and
other scholarly activities leading to publications in refereed journals and/or exhibitions and awards of research
grants; and (c) undertake academic and departmental administrative duties.

For post (1), applicants should have (a) a PhD degree in Fashion or Textile Design or other related fields; (b) sound
knowledge of university teaching and/or research experience in fashion or textile design, pattern construction,
garment making or relevant areas; and (c) solid research and publication record in high quality scholarly journals or
strong potential to publish in exhibitions, shows, production designs of high level and top-tier refereed journals.
Preference will be given to those with strong research orientation, with potential to publish in high quality scholarly
journals and a good teaching record.

For post (2), applicants should have (a) a PhD degree in Fashion Business, Management or other related fields; and
(b) sound knowledge of university teaching and/or research/industrial experience in fashion brand strategies,
positioning, image building, market analysis, consumer behaviour or relevant areas. For post (3), applicants should
have (a) a PhD degree in Fashion Business, Design, Art, Visual Communication or other related fields; and (b) sound
knowledge of university teaching and/or research/industrial experience in fashion visual merchandising, such as
conceptualizing and visualizing/implementing visual merchandising ideas, in-store merchandise display or relevant
areas. For posts (2) and (3), applicants should have solid research and publication record in high quality scholarly
journals or strong potential to publish in top-tier refereed journals. Preference will be given to those with related
industrial experience and a good teaching record.

For all posts, applicants should also (a) have strong commitment to excellence in teaching and research; and (b)
have excellent communication skills and be able to use English as the medium of instruction.

Remuneration and Conditions of Service
A highly competitive remuneration package will be offered. Initial appointments will be on a fixed-term
gratuity-bearing contract. Re-engagement thereafter is subject to mutual agreement. Applicants should state their
current and expected salary in the application.

Application
Please submit application form via email to hrstaff@polyu.edu.hk; by fax at (852) 2364 2166; or by mail to Human
Resources Office, 13/F, Li Ka Shing Tower, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hung Hom, Kowloon,
Hong Kong. If you would like to provide a separate curriculum vitae, please still complete the application form
which will help speed up the recruitment process. Application forms can be obtained via the above channels or
downloaded from http://www.polyu.edu.hk/hro/job.htm. The closing date for application is Saturday, 13 April
2013. Applicants who are not invited to an interview within two months of the closing date should consider their
applications unsuccessful. Details of the University’s Personal Information Collection Statement for recruitment can
be found at http://www.polyu.edu.hk/hro/jobpics.htm.

As part of our ongoing investment in research, Middlesex University is pleased to
announce the availability of a further 24 fully funded research studentships for 2013.
Applications from well qualified candidates are invited in the following areas:

Art & Design Business, Management & Economics

Health, Education & Sports Science Law & Criminology

Media & Performing Arts Psychology

Science & Technology Social Work & Social Policy

For further details and an application form visit:
http://www.mdx.ac.uk/research/applications/fees/bursaries/index.aspx

Deadline for applications: 22nd March 2013

Interviews to be held: April 2013

General enquiries to: research.enq@mdx.ac.uk

Research Studentships
at Middlesex University

Middlesex University is working towards equality of opportunity.Re
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Norwich University of the Arts (NUA) is a successful specialist university, offering high quality
education at undergraduate and postgraduate levels. NUA is a dynamic, contemporary and
creative provider of arts, design and media courses delivered from a unique campus in the
heart of Norwich. Graduate employability and student satisfaction are key factors in our
success and national profile.

You will join a team of academic staff working across the undergraduate and postgraduate
provision at the University and will need to demonstrate excellent team working and
organisational skills. Your strong understanding of the business, professional and contextual
issues relevant to the curriculum area and your ability to provide effective learning will enhance
student employability.

SENIOR LECTURER: ILLUSTRATION
£37,382 - £44,607 p.a.

LECTURER: ILLUSTRATION
£30,424 - £36,298 p.a.

Due to the success of BA (Hons) Illustration at NUA, we are expanding our team to include
these two posts. Both roles involve working across year groups and may include acting
as an undergraduate year tutor under the guidance of the Course Leader. The successful
candidates may also be involved in teaching at postgraduate level depending on their
knowledge and experience.

The successful candidates will demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of contemporary
illustration practice. Experience of digital content development including web-based media
is desirable. An ability to help students locate and develop an independent approach to
Illustration is essential. You are expected to be able to demonstrate a working knowledge
of the histories and theories that surround illustration to support students developing written
projects. You will also have a good understanding of preparing students for roles in the
creative industries.

The roles require a proactive approach to curriculum design, organisation, delivery and
assessment. The senior lecturer role requires significant experience within Higher Education
and proven ability to contribute to the management of the course in collaboration with the
Course Leader.

Closing date: Friday 5th April 2013

Interview date: Thursday 25th April 2013

LECTURER: FASHION
£30,424 - £36,298 p.a.

We are looking for a lecturer with a good understanding of our course ethos in bringing
together high level tailoring skills with advanced creativity in design. You will have a strong
understanding of contemporary and directional fashion design and be able to demonstrate
significant professional experience and expertise in creative pattern cutting, professional
garment construction and couture levels of craftsmanship and/or design. A commitment to
learning and teaching in the Higher Education environment and the ability to demonstrate
innovative strategies for curriculum delivery and development is essential.

The role includes acting as an undergraduate year tutor under the guidance of the Course
Leader and taking an active role in the development and delivery of MA Fashion.

Closing date: Friday 5th April 2013

Interview date: Tuesday 16th April 2013

Application packs and further details for the above posts are available at
www.nua.ac.uk/jobs email jobs@nua.ac.uk or telephone 01603 756243.

Committed to equality and valuing diversity
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The University of Edinburgh is an exciting, vibrant, research led academic
community offering opportunities to work with leading international academics
whose visions are shaping tomorrow’s world.

College of Humanities and Social Science

Nursing Studies

Lecturer in Nursing Studies
£37,382 - £44,607

Nursing Studies wishes to recruit a talented and dynamic individual who will contribute to teaching and
research in Nursing Studies with a particular interest in undergraduate education and the interface with
postgraduate provision to enhance academic and clinical nursing careers. You will be expected to carry
out your own research, in an area which will complement and add value to the School and Subject Area’s
research profile. You will also contribute substantially to the REF 2014. You will have a proven track record
of research, teaching excellence, curriculum innovation, programme delivery and practice developments.
Nursing Studies particularly welcomes applicants with an active portfolio in one or more specialty including:
acute and emergency care, cancer care, mental health, public and community health, informatics, e-learning
and telecare.

The School of Health in Social Science is a leading provider of postgraduate and undergraduate education
in health, health policy and related fields, in Scotland and internationally. It offers postgraduate degrees in
Nursing Studies, Clinical Psychology, Counselling and Psychotherapy and Integrated Service Improvement,
together with an Honours degree in Nursing Studies which has been rated number one in the UK. A new
undergraduate health degree is currently being planned and an expanding range of Continuing Professional
Development and postgraduate provision is being developed for delivery in 2013.
Ref: 010984

Lecturer (0.5 FTE) in Life Sciences (Nursing Studies)
£37,382 - £44,607 (pro rata)

Nursing Studies wishes to recruit a talented and dynamic individual who will contribute to teaching and
research in Nursing Studies with a particular interest in undergraduate education and the role of Life
Sciences in the development of evidence based nursing and health care. You will be expected to carry
out your own research, in an area which will complement and add value to the School and Subject Area’s
research profile. You will also contribute substantially to the REF 2014. You will have a proven track record
of research, teaching excellence, curriculum innovation, programme delivery and an active portfolio in Life
Sciences and an understanding of clinical practice.

The School of Health in Social Science is a leading provider of postgraduate and undergraduate education
in health, health policy and related fields, in Scotland and internationally. It offers postgraduate degrees in
Nursing Studies, Clinical Psychology, Counselling and Psychotherapy and Integrated Service Improvement,
together with an Honours degree in Nursing Studies which has been rated number one in the UK. A new
undergraduate health degree is currently being planned and an expanding range of Continuing Professional
Development and postgraduate provision is being developed for delivery in 2013.
Ref: 010985

Closing date: 22nd March 2013.

Apply online, view further details or browse more jobs at our website.

The University of Edinburgh

Committed to Equality and Diversity

The University of Edinburgh is a charitable body, registered in Scotland, with registration number SC005336.

www.ed.ac.uk/jobs
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www.wlv.ac.uk/jobs
The University of Wolverhampton values a diverse workforce and welcomes applications
from all sections of the community.

SCHOOLOFHEALTHANDWELLBEING

Lecturer/Senior Lecturer in Health andWellbeing
£32,267 - £45,941 pa
Temporary for 2 years
The School of Health & Wellbeing at the University of Wolverhampton is one of the
leading providers of Health, Social Care & Nursing courses to students in the UK and
abroad. Our current provision in the school includes a wide range of undergraduate,
postgraduate courses as well as a professional Doctorate. These exciting and innovative
courses provide our vibrant student community with a strong focus on developing high
standards in healthcare and are strengthened by the opportunities that interprofessional
learning, teaching and research can offer.

In line with the NHS Operating Framework 2011/12 and the Health Visiting
Implementation Plan, we are looking to enhance our existing academic team in
appointing a suitably experienced and qualified person to this post. You will be a
hard-working, professional, passionate and committed individual who enjoys working
in a multi-disciplinary team. Educated to postgraduate level or above (or equivalent),
you will have expertise in delivering Specialist Community Public Health Nursing/
Health Visiting education particularly in relation to public health, child development
and prescribing. As well as contributing to awards in this area, you will be expected
to work closely with colleagues across all subject areas and contribute on a range of
popular degrees within the school, and to engage in research and consultancy.
We want you to help us ensure that students get the best from our courses. If this
sounds like you, we would like to hear from you.

The post is offered at one of two levels as Senior Lecturer or Lecturer and is dependent
upon your ability to meet the requirements of the job description. We would support a
number of options for the post ranging from Trust secondments, Lecturer/Practitioner
model for part time job share or for full time status. This is a fixed term contract for
two years. Ref A6033

For an informal discussion about the post, please contact either: Mrs Jill Barr,
Head of Community Health on 01902 518681 or email: J.Barr@wlv.ac.uk or
Paul Reynolds, Course Leader for SCPHN Health Visiting on 01902 518600 or
email: P.Reynolds@wlv.ac.uk

Closing date: 31 March 2013.

Formore information about this post and to apply online, go to our
website www.wlv.ac.uk/jobs
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The University of Amsterdam (UvA) and the Amsterdam University of Applied
Sciences (HvA) invite nominations and applications for the position of University
Librarian.

The University Librarian
The UvA and the HvA are seeking a strong advocate for the essential role of
libraries at leading institutions for higher education and research, a person whose
vision and character will inspire continued excellence and innovative new efforts,
and whose leadership will guide the Library organisations through the major
changes that the field is now undergoing.

The Libraries of the UvA and the HvA
The Library of the UvA is among the largest of its kind in the Netherlands. In
addition to its general research collection, it encompasses a very important
historical library collection and the Allard Pierson Museum (the second largest
archaeological museum in the Netherlands, connected to the UvA). The Library of
the HvA provides access to multimedia sources for its mother institution, the largest
university of applied sciences in the Netherlands. Recently, the Libraries of the UvA
and the HvA were joined under the management of one University Librarian.

The Libraries of the UvA and the HvA manage 14 branch libraries (including Special
Collections and study centres), in addition to the main library on the Singel canal
in Amsterdam. Some 220 staff provide library services for approximately 32,000
UvA students and 45,000 HvA students, as well as 4,200 UvA staff members and
3,200 HvA staff members. The annual budget of the Libraries is about €45m.

The Libraries play a crucial part in sharing the knowledge that the UvA and the
HvA create in the service of the public good. The current technology enables
collaborative ways of creating knowledge and increasingly cooperative ways of
sharing it, both within the Universities and across broader communities. The
Libraries provide guidance and training for both teachers and students as they find
their way through ever-increasing amounts of data, and move from a traditional
(book-based) way of working towards fully digitised practices. In addition, the
Libraries provide policy support on issues such as the management of Big Data and
Open Access.

The Libraries also bear responsibility for maintaining and developing learning
centres for the UvA and the HvA. These centres play an increasingly central role in
modern higher education, providing a preferred place for students to work and
meet, as well as facilitating collaboration and interaction. The Libraries work with
faculties and schools, and other service units, to provide the best possible study
space and to meet the (ever-diversifying) needs of students and faculty. In order to
better accommodate students, a new main library will be built in the near future.
The University Librarian will play a key role in developing this vital service for
students and faculty.

Collaboration between the UvA and the HvA
The UvA and the HvA collaborate closely, sharing a single Executive Board since
2003. This collaboration is the result of a commitment to ensure that all students
reach their full potential. The UvA and the HvA offer a wide range of academic
programmes, with tailor-made student guidance. The institutions intend to provide
new study routes in response to societal developments and demand from

employers, and are striving to provide excellent support services for students and
faculty by combining the respective knowledge and talent from the two
institutions into shared service units.

The University Librarian should have:
• academic credentials appropriate to the leadership of a large, modern

academic library;
• leadership experience, combined with excellent communication skills and

the ability to inspire and connect with staff, faculty, students and
administrators alike;

• proven managerial ability in a complex organisational setting, including the
capable management of fiscal, human and physical resources;

• proven knowledge of emerging digital technologies and their potential
within the domains of scholarship and scholarly communication;

• fluency in the Dutch and English languages (speaking, writing and reading),
or a willingness to acquire the necessary language skills within 1 year;

• a strong presence in (international) networks relevant to the Libraries.

The University Librarian will:
• have a vision on the major challenges facing academic research libraries, such

as collection development, technology integration, space planning and
utilisation, and the need for effective staff and organisational development to
support rapidly changing user needs and expectations;

• be able to translate this vision into strong leadership for a large service
organisation moving through a period of dramatic change, while maintaining
a high level of quality.

The University Librarian will work for both the UvA and the HvA, but will be
appointed by the UvA.

Information
Further information about the Libraries or the position of the Librarian may be
obtained from the websites:
http://uba.uva.nl/en (UvA Library)
http://bib.hva.nl/en (HvA Library)
http://www.bijzonderecollecties.uva.nl/en (Special Collections)
http://allardpiersonmuseum.nl/english/ (Allard Pierson Museum)

or, by contacting Bert Zeeman, Deputy Librarian of the UvA Library, tel.
+31(0)20-525 2394, email B.Zeeman@uva.nl.

Information about the application procedure may be obtained by contacting the
Search Committee, email: S.E.Vonmeyenfeldt@uva.nl.

Applications and nominations
A cover letter and CV should be sent by 16 March 2013 to:
Search Committee University Librarian
c/o S.E. von Meyenfeldt, Committee Secretary
Spui 21
1012 WX Amsterdam

or: S.E.vonmeyenfeldt@uva.nl

University Librarian / Director of Libraries
University of Amsterdam (UvA) and Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences (HvA)

indication of salary: circa €70.000 per annum
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